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WHAT IS THE LAUNCH PAD COMPETITION?
With more than 361 writers signed, 94 projects set up, 52 writers staffed, 6 bidding wars
and 134 appearances on annual ‘best of’ lists in just the past five years The Launch Pad
Competition has firmly established itself as the premiere hub for discovering new writers,
new projects, and new ideas. Now with annual competitions for pilots, features, and
manuscripts, we not only provide writers from all arenas a chance to make a name for
themselves in Hollywood, but we offer Hollywood a chance to identify new talent, fresh
voices, and an early look at new writers with cross-platform potential.

WHO IS THIS LIST FOR?
Whether, agent, manager, producer, executive, or assistant, this list is for you. With a
continual call for great voices, great characters, great worlds, and great writers, we’ve built
this document to give you a quick glance at this year’s top new writers and projects before
they become next year’s breakout stars. So, whether you’re looking for new clients, new
projects, new writers, or simply a great read, check out the list to see which writers and
stories inspired us this year.

WHO DECIDES WHO MAKES THIS LIST?
This list makes up the top 4% of the 2017/2018 feature competition entries, as voted on by
our exclusive partners at Prime Universe and Echo Lake Entertainment, as well as our
distinguished pool of judges from WME, UTA, Verve, APA, Gersh, Circle of Confusion, Lee
Stobby Entertainment, Bellevue, Energy Entertainment, Chernin Entertainment, Good Fear,
Weed Road, 3 Arts Entertainment, Thruline, Vertigo Entertainment, Village Roadshow, Zero
Gravity, Romark Entertainment, Di Novi Pictures, Kailey Marsh Media, Pollinate, Elevate
Entertainment, Electric Entertainment, as well as our professional readers.

WHO ARE YOUR PARTNERS?
Our exclusive competition partners have included Ridley Scott, Michael De Luca, Roy Lee,
Brooklyn Weaver, Lee Stobby, Adrian Askarieh, Jeremy Garelick, Inkshares, Bellevue, UTA,
Endgame, Echo Lake, Fourth Wall, Good Fear, ESA, Oil & Cattle, Heroes & Villains, and more.

HOW CAN I REQUEST AND READ THE SCRIPTS?
We’re making it incredibly easy to request the scripts you want to read via our request
form. So, if you see anything you like, simply click the below link, or copy and paste the web
address below into your browser to start requesting.
Request scripts here: HTTPS://LPFC2017.TBLAUNCHPAD.COM

HOW CAN I FIND OUT MORE ABOUT AND/OR CONTACT THE WRITERS?
Instead of putting all of the writers' personal info in this book for the whole world to see,
we’ve kept that offline to protect their privacy. So, if you’ve found a script you love and have
questions, or if you want to request an introduction, simply shoot us an email at
Requests@Tracking-Board.com and we’ll put you in touch right away.

THE LAUNCH PAD FEATURE COMPETITION
TITLE:

…’SCAPE THE LIGHTNING BOLT! by Gary Morra

PITCH:

FARGO meets NATURAL BORN KILLERS

LOGLINE:

When a man unknowingly sets his sister up on a date with a mafia hit man, she decides to
take advantage of his mistake and enact revenge on him for ruining her wedding and stealing
her inheritance by having him murdered by her new boyfriend.

GENRE:

Comedy | Crime | Drama

WHY TO READ:

Tarantino by way of the Coen Brothers, this is a masterful black comedy romp with
impeccable and entertaining dialogue that crackles with wit, energy, and attitude. A great cast
of idiosyncratic and surprisingly layered characters ground this edgy and unpredictable
script in both genuine emotion and exceptional humor. There’s so much more than meets the
eye with this script, the kind of nuanced, rollercoaster storytelling that will inspire repeat
viewings and reveal something new each time.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

THE 405 by Patrick Byrne

PITCH:

28 DAYS LATER meets TRAIN TO BUSAN

LOGLINE:

When a zombie outbreak unfolds in Los Angeles, a father and son must band together with
other drivers stuck in traffic on the 405 freeway to fight for their lives and get to safety.

GENRE:

Action | Horror | Thriller

WHY TO READ:

It’s a fear that’s gone through all of our heads as we’ve waited in endless LA traffic – if a
disaster happened right now, how would I escape this maze of stopped cars? Like the opening
scene of LA LA LAND gone terribly wrong, this script takes the nightmare of traffic and adds
droves of terrifying zombies, crafting an indelible and gripping set piece on which to paint a
picture of nonstop action, constantly escalating stakes, and unexpected twists. A masterclass
in tension and vibrant, visual action writing, this script is a clear blueprint for a cinematic
zombie thriller success.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

A GHOST AMONGST MEN by Cliff Simmons

PITCH:

AMERICAN SNIPER meets BREAKING BAD

LOGLINE:

In order to pay for his daughter's exorbitant medical expenses, an ex-Navy SEAL sniper is
contracted by the mob to take out informants, but is unable to stop working for them once
he’s started.

GENRE:

Action | Drama | Thriller

WHY TO READ:

The rare thriller that structures itself around insightful and organic character work, this
script displays a superior understanding of film structure, balancing a touching arc for its
protagonist with tight plotting. Escalating stakes and inventive action combine for an
engaging read that you won’t want to put down. The central father/daughter dynamic feels
authentic and emotional, enhanced by natural dialogue and beautiful, evocative writing that
will entice great actors to take on these well-written and three-dimensional roles.
---------------------------------

All scripts can be requested here: HTTPS://LPFC2017.TBLAUNCHPAD.COM
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THE LAUNCH PAD FEATURE COMPETITION
TITLE:

A GIANT NAMED ANDRE by John Halligan

PITCH:

THE WRESTLER meets BIG FISH

LOGLINE:

The larger than life journey of Andre the Giant who sacrificed personal health to entertain a
world he never quite fit in to, as he rose from humble beginnings to become the most beloved
wrestler of all time and a global icon.

GENRE:

Biopic | Drama

WHY TO READ:

There are some true stories where it seems impossible to figure out why they haven’t been
told before. This script, and the journey of the titular Andre the Giant, is one of those stories.
Andre is a deeply sympathetic character, and his journey is deceptively nuanced as he
navigates his dreams of becoming a wrestler, the emotional and physical strains of his
medical condition, and the overwhelming sense of being an outsider. Creative and original
writing frame Andre’s story as a sort of fairy tale, making use of an untraditional structure
and emotional fantasies to paint a picture of a truly troubled and compelling man who
everyone knows but none of us understood until now.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

A ROYAL COMPANION by Karolyn Szot

PITCH:

THE PRINCE AND ME meets PRETTY WOMAN

LOGLINE:

A struggling actress is hired to keep a Saudi prince company during his trip to Los Angeles,
but she is challenged with the role of a lifetime, when she is tasked to keep him sober as they
explore the glitz, glamour, and parties of Hollywood.

GENRE:

Comedy | Romance

WHY TO READ:

With a fantastic and eye-catching romantic comedy premise, this script could easily have
fallen back onto clichés, but in its successful efforts to skirt these easy solutions, the story
finds a charming, authentic tone that will stand out to any reader. The dynamic between
Jackie and Ahmed jumps off the page and feels totally new and real. Even the oft-used Los
Angeles setting feels fresh as the story explores a hilarious and touching clash of cultures.
Funny and heartfelt, the story adds in plenty of palace intrigue to raise the stakes and upend
expectations at every turn.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

A WINDMILL IN CHINATOWN by Mike McGee

PITCH:

A TIME TO KILL meets THE IMMIGRANT

LOGLINE:

In turn-of-the-century San Francisco, a Scottish woman fights to stop the human trafficking of
Chinese girls and women being held at brothels throughout the city, her struggles taking her
from gambling dens to courtrooms, and across a city growing faster than anywhere in the
world.

GENRE:

Drama | Period

WHY TO READ:

Engaging and ambitious, this script brings its exciting setting to life with evocative, cinematic
writing. The biggest strength of this script is its cast of characters. Ronalda is a strong,
proactive, and sympathetic protagonist, and the other supporting characters are intriguing
and nuanced; everyone gets his or her moment in the sun. Compelling action, scintillating
courtroom scenes, and a groundshaking third act twist combine for a spectacular and
memorable period drama.
--------------------------------All scripts can be requested here: HTTPS://LPFC2017.TBLAUNCHPAD.COM
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THE LAUNCH PAD FEATURE COMPETITION
TITLE:

THE ADVENTURES OF FOX by Nicholas Fox Robbins and Vincent Robbins

PITCH:

THE PATRIOT meets MASTER AND COMMANDER

LOGLINE:

Determined to protect his home and fight for his burgeoning country, a boy lies about his age
to join the Continental Navy during the Revolutionary War, growing up along the way in the
harshest conditions imaginable.

GENRE:

Action | Adventure | Period | War

WHY TO READ:

A unique perspective on a story we all know so well, this script shows us the Revolutionary
War through the eyes of a preteen boy. Fox is a fantastic and relatable protagonist – bold,
naïve, and brave – while everyone he meets on his journey has the same level of nuance and
authenticity. Whether you’re a fan of war movies or not, this script will grip you from the
beginning and keep you engaged with touching character moments, tight plotting, realistic
battle scenes, and cinematic action that jumps off the page.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

ASHES by Sarah Hulsman

PITCH:

THELMA & LOUISE meets LITTLE MISS SUNSHINE

LOGLINE:

After the death of their great aunt, two estranged sisters set out on the trip of lifetime, to
deliver her ashes to eccentric relatives across the country, spreading and sharing the ashes
while overcoming misadventures that test their relationship and bring them closer than ever.

GENRE:

Comedy | Drama

WHY TO READ:

Deftly balancing emotional character work with silly, over-the-top humor, this script
establishes its dark comedy tone right from the outset, then subverts expectations at every
turn. The writer seeps sarcasm and cynicism through their writing and easily maintains a
steady comedic line, even through the more serious elements of the story. Packed with
hilarious and inventive anecdotes as the two sisters go on their journey, the real strength
here is the realistic and complicated bond between the two leads which grounds the script in
a heartwarming central relationship that we can all relate to.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

ATOM BRAVO by Rob Rex

PITCH:

PLEASANTVILLE meets DR. STRANGELOVE

LOGLINE:

In the midst of the Cuban Missile Crisis, a suburban fallout shelter salesman tries to do the
one thing he seems incapable of doing – sell a fallout shelter – while his family navigates the
oppressive anxiety of life under constant threat of nuclear annihilation.

GENRE:

Comedy | Drama | Period

WHY TO READ:

Through a genius juxtaposition of humor and fear, light and dark, past and present, this script
tells an emotional story about finding the strength to continue on in the face of immense
danger. The writer deftly uses the four family members to all provide a different commentary
on the anxieties of living under threat of nuclear annihilation – a topic that is unfortunately as
relevant as ever right now. The over-the-top 60s small town American setting is a fun
backdrop that nevertheless feels totally real, drawing you in and making you wish you had
even more time with these endearing characters.
---------------------------------

All scripts can be requested here: HTTPS://LPFC2017.TBLAUNCHPAD.COM
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THE LAUNCH PAD FEATURE COMPETITION
TITLE:

AUSTENTATIOUS by Charmaine Colina

PITCH:

BECOMING JANE meets BACK TO THE FUTURE

LOGLINE:

An English professor obsessed with Jane Austen is transported back to Regency England,
where she accidentally interferes in her heroine's love life and has to decide whether to help
Jane find true love or help her find her way back to writing the masterpieces she will be
known for.

GENRE:

Comedy | Fantasy | Romance | Period

WHY TO READ:

A wild, fantastical story poised to ride the wave of enthusiasm for everything Jane Austen, this
script capitalizes on its eye-catching premise with genuine humor, wit worthy of the master
herself, and the kind of complicated, emotional love triangles that make Austen’s stories so
beloved. Clearly well-researched, this script is packed with impeccable period detail, clear
writing, and tons of fun references. Grab your glass of wine, put down your dog-eared copy of
PRIDE AND PREJUDICE, and enjoy this endearing, lively tale.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

THE BADLANDS by Andrew Ladd and Leif Lillehaugen

PITCH:

TRUE GRIT meets GAME OF DEATH

LOGLINE:

Returning home after the Civil War, a Native American Union mercenary travels to Montana
to search for his brother, but upon finding him dead, he sets out for revenge against the
notoriously violent and deadly gang of outlaws who are responsible.

GENRE:

Action | Western

WHY TO READ:

Reversing the usual trope of white men getting revenge on Native Americans, this script
proves to be an action western for the modern film viewer. The protagonist, a soft-spoken but
deadly assassin hunting down confederates and racist bandits, is a badass lead and a great
opportunity for a Native actor to take the spotlight for once. The supporting characters are
fun and unique, with the Voland gang acting as formidable and engaging antagonists that
challenge Levi throughout the course of his journey. The world of Confederate Gulch is a
super cool and stylized setting that is visual and fresh, plunging the reader into the adventure
with cinematic visuals and exceptional writing.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

BAMBOOZLED by Randall Knox

PITCH:

OCEAN’S ELEVEN meets THE STING

LOGLINE:

Two con artists travel to Monte Carlo with their boss's eager daughter secretly in tow in order
to pull off their first solo job, but accidentally run afoul of an undercover MI6 agent who they
are forced to work alongside to complete their job.

GENRE:

Action | Comedy

WHY TO READ:

This script is an enjoyable romp through picturesque Monte Carlo involving stunning classic
cars, luxury yachts, and stolen diamonds. The writer nails the tone of the charming heist
romance, and Tony and Scott have the swagger of Bond with about half the smarts, leaving
plenty of room for comedy alongside surprising double-crosses, action-packed twists, and
Kim’s sharp manipulations. The atypical sibling rivalry between the two leads anchors this
script in just enough emotion and reality to really hit home amidst the silly, over-the-top
antics.
---------------------------------

All scripts can be requested here: HTTPS://LPFC2017.TBLAUNCHPAD.COM
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THE LAUNCH PAD FEATURE COMPETITION
TITLE:

BAR CRAWL by Jordan Gershowitz

PITCH:

GIRLS TRIP meets OLD SCHOOL

LOGLINE:

After the death of their friend, a trio of former college friends now in their 30s reunite to
complete the crazy bar crawl and scavenger hunt she had always wanted to do.

GENRE:

Comedy

WHY TO READ:

This is a fun, female-driven comedy that fits right in the center of the cultural zeitgeist,
sending a great group of hilarious characters through a literal checklist of zany shenanigans
and emotional realizations. The world of the script, from the details of the college town to the
wacky supporting characters, is large and full of life. The scavenger hunt premise provides an
easy and tight structure driving the characters forward to important revelations and hilarious
twists. The three leads are great roles with tons of potential for talented comedic actresses to
go crazy with.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

THE BASTARD OF ROBERT E. LEE by Aaron Benjamin

PITCH:

GLORY meets INGLOURIOUS BASTERDS

LOGLINE:

After learning from her wrongfully incarcerated mother that she is the illegitimate daughter
of Confederate General Robert E. Lee, and that he is out to kill them both, an intrepid young
African-American woman disguises herself as a Civil War soldier in order to kill him.

GENRE:

Action | Drama | Period | War

WHY TO READ:

A fantastic premise with both critical and commercial potential, boosted by a lead role almost
designed to win the right young actress a plethora of awards, this script would be a great fit at
multiple different studios or production companies. The settings are vibrant and lively, the
plot is tense and suspenseful, and the writing flows easily despite the period trappings. Filled
with topical themes that will resonate with the current cultural climate, this is a complex and
intelligent story told with heart, skill, and excitement.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

BEAST by Aaron W. Sala

PITCH:

CAST AWAY meets PREDATOR

LOGLINE:

After her plane crashes in the middle of the Pacific, a woman on the run from her abusive
husband finds herself marooned on an island with a bloodthirsty beast.

GENRE:

Action | Sci-Fi | Thriller

WHY TO READ:

This is an incredibly strong contained thriller that manages to successfully synthesize a
PREDATOR-esque creature feature with an emotionally resonant relationship drama. Not
content with just providing great action and thrills, this script goes deeper, with the titular
beast acting as a thematic placeholder for the protagonist’s abusive husband. This imbues the
material with a much heavier dramatic weight than if it were a simple, straight-up monster
movie. The writing is very polished and confident, the author's voice springs off the page, the
dialogue is admirably subtle and realistic, and the character work reaches complex and
intriguing places we wouldn’t expect.
---------------------------------

All scripts can be requested here: HTTPS://LPFC2017.TBLAUNCHPAD.COM
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THE LAUNCH PAD FEATURE COMPETITION

TITLE:

BIG FUTURE AHEAD by Rick Mashburn

PITCH:

NEBRASKA meets GRUMPY OLD MEN

LOGLINE:

A crotchety old woman unhappy with her subpar nursing home decides to take advantage of
her status as the oldest woman in the state to become famous and improve her lifestyle.

GENRE:

Comedy | Drama

WHY TO READ:

This is a cute, charming, and surprisingly touching script that presents us with a fantastically
constructed protagonist in Pearl, who feels authentic right away and is consistently funny,
biting, sympathetic, and real. There's a great balance of humor and sadness, as well as natural
dialogue that feels appropriate to the North Carolina setting and the ages of the protagonists.
Packed with fun twists as well as great commentary on social media and the 15-minute fame
cycle, this is a smart story that will appeal to the underserved elderly demographic. The role
of a lifetime for a talented actress!
---------------------------------

TITLE:

BLUE FALCON DAYS by Vincent Vargas

PITCH:

DEAD POETS SOCIETY meets TAPS

LOGLINE:

The students of a Jesuit military academy in 1970s New York City deal with the contempt that
comes from Vietnam War backlash just as the military and religious leaders of their school
come into conflict.

GENRE:

Drama | Period | Teen

WHY TO READ:

This period high school drama surrounds all of its characters in the political and social
struggles and intolerance of early 1970s New York City, crafting its compelling setting with
impressive detail and a clear visual style. The story has a surprising amount of real suspense
and tension, both from the impending weight of the Draft and the costs of war, but also due to
the well-crafted antagonist, a nasty teenage terrorist. The conflict between the military and
religious aspects of the school add great thematic complexity beyond what you would expect
from a teen drama. This script constantly exceeds every expectation.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

THE BOAT by Robert Wooldridge

PITCH:

TAKE SHELTER meets NOAH

LOGLINE:

After his mother has a vision from God warning her of an impending flood, a teenager in 1965
Texas helps her to repair an old boat despite the condescension of the gossipy townspeople
who are still buzzing over his recent affair with a male teacher.

GENRE:

Drama | Fantasy | Period

WHY TO READ:

This is a profoundly strange but oddly compelling script that tackles themes of faith, family,
and acceptance and wraps it all up in an evocative small town Texas setting. The writer is
undeniably skilled, as this is a quick read with a dreamlike atmosphere that adds weight and
depth to the simple story. The ephemeral and thoughtful premise could easily have lacked
structure, but this script has impeccable pacing that will keep you turning pages. The
characters are imbued with a quiet, humanizing complexity, even in the smallest of roles.
--------------------------------All scripts can be requested here: HTTPS://LPFC2017.TBLAUNCHPAD.COM
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THE LAUNCH PAD FEATURE COMPETITION
TITLE:

BOY BANDS TO MEN by David Ngo

PITCH:

PITCH PERFECT meets STEP UP

LOGLINE:

A former R&B star finally gets the chance to bond with his estranged son when the boy enters
a contest to be a part of a non-Korean K-pop group.

GENRE:

Comedy | Music | Romance

WHY TO READ:

Focusing on the fast-growing K-pop genre, this script could not have come at a more perfect
time. Expertly blending hip-hop, pop, and K-pop stories with a diverse cast and a clear
competition structure, this script has all the makings of a hit franchise with tons of sequel
potential and soundtrack revenue. With a complex and emotional father/son dynamic at its
core, this script will hit both eardrums and tear ducts while making the audience want to get
up and dance, even if they can’t understand the lyrics of the songs.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

CALIFORNIANAS by Eve Symington and Robin Zamora

PITCH:

A BETTER LIFE meets JANE THE VIRGIN

LOGLINE:

A high school senior with college dreams is forced into becoming the family breadwinner
when her Salvadoran mother is arrested by ICE.

GENRE:

Drama

WHY TO READ:

This is a well-written drama that tackles a timely and important political subject matter with
intelligence, subtlety, and skill. The character work is strong, authentic, and believable –
providing insight into the experiences of people who aren’t portrayed on screen very often.
The writing is clear, efficient, and quite evocative – with subtle stylistic flourishes that elevate
the script to a particularly beautiful and emotional place, subverting the expectation that a
straightforward drama cannot also be visually inventive and cinematic.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

THE CAREGIVER by Joelle Luman

PITCH:

EX MACHINA meets OBSESSED

LOGLINE:

When his wife's MS gets worse, a man is forced to hire a robotic caregiver to help out around
the house, but in her attempts to make everything more comfortable for the family, the
lifelike assistant begins usurping the wife's role.

GENRE:

Sci-Fi | Thriller

WHY TO READ:

By taking a well-worn genre, the psychological romantic thriller, and replacing the femme
fatale character with an artificially intelligent robot, this script manages to make a science
fiction story feel absolutely of the moment. This could be happening tomorrow somewhere in
the world, and that threat is present throughout the entire story. With plenty of emotional,
human moments sprinkled in between tense suspense sequences and action-packed fights,
this script has something for everyone, and serves as a timely warning that will get people
talking.
---------------------------------

All scripts can be requested here: HTTPS://LPFC2017.TBLAUNCHPAD.COM
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THE LAUNCH PAD FEATURE COMPETITION
TITLE:

THE CHURCH OF PARTY by Jon Pack

PITCH:

ANIMAL HOUSE meets NEIGHBORS

LOGLINE:

After partying is banned at their school, a group of loser college students start a fake religion
where partying is a key facet of worship in hopes of getting around the university's strict
policies.

GENRE:

Comedy

WHY TO READ:

An instantly hilarious and catchy premise, this is the next big college comedy hit. Centered on
a trio of atypical but laugh-out-loud characters, this script is bound to attract top notch acting
talent who will want to play in this comedic sandbox. The writing combines witty dialogue,
raunchy physical humor, and observant (and realistic) takes on millennials and college life to
provide original comedy while leaving room for emotional depth.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

THE CONFECTION CONNECTION by Yuval Stein

PITCH:

THE MALTESE FALCON meets DIARY OF A WIMPY KID

LOGLINE:

After the book fair money he is entrusted with goes missing, a kid detective must investigate
the seedy underbelly of his school to clear his name and earn back his reputation as the
school's best private investigator.

GENRE:

Comedy | Family | Mystery

WHY TO READ:

Buoyed by a unique voice and fresh perspective, this script utilizes a well-crafted mystery
narrative, witty dialogue, and excellent writing in order to effectively spoof old noir detective
films with a modern twist. The mystery is impeccably crafted, and this is quite possibly the
most surprising and intelligent script of its kind in the entire contest, despite being made for,
and absolutely intelligible to, kids. This script is also incredibly funny, making good use of the
writer's knowledge of the noir genre, with jokes like Sid's milk addiction being treated like
alcoholism, or the seriousness of the school newspaper headlines providing plenty of comedy
for adults and kids alike.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

CONGRATULATIONS, IT’S AN ALIEN! By Nathan Davis

PITCH:

KNOCKED UP meets THE TERMINATOR

LOGLINE:

After being impregnated with an alien baby, a genius computer hacker must team up with the
father in order to stop the planned hostile takeover of Earth.

GENRE:

Action | Comedy | Sci-Fi

WHY TO READ:

This sci-fi comedy premise is simple, fun, and commercial, and manages to deliver on every
level. The characters are fun, with an emphasis on an entertaining, playfully antagonistic
dynamic between the two leads that propels much of the action. It helps that Maddie is super
intelligent and doesn't need Jake to save her. In the end, she saves him, which is refreshing to
see from a female character in an action script. The writing and jokes are consistently on,
generally eschewing the easy or expected moments in favor of the unexpected and clever.
---------------------------------

All scripts can be requested here: HTTPS://LPFC2017.TBLAUNCHPAD.COM
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THE LAUNCH PAD FEATURE COMPETITION
TITLE:

COWBOY BOB by Melissa Emery

PITCH:

HELL OR HIGH WATER meets DOG DAY AFTERNOON

LOGLINE:

With medical bills for her mother building up and a recent cancer diagnosis of her own, a
woman decides to dress as a man and rob banks to make ends meet. The true story of Peggy
Jo Tallas.

GENRE:

Action | Crime | Drama

WHY TO READ:

A true story with a compelling lead role that would be a great opportunity for an ambitious
actress, this script finds the emotion behind the action at every turn. Peggy Jo, with her thirst
for adventure bumping up against family obligations, is a wonderful character whose criminal
and amoral actions have complex motivations that always make sense to the audience, even if
we wouldn’t always agree. It’s a joy to watch her creative solutions to the problems that come
her way, and the engaging writing pulls us into her story with tension, suspense, and plenty of
surprises.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

DAGON by David Quiroz Jr.

PITCH:

BATTLESHIP meets GODZILLA

LOGLINE:

When a navy patrol boat responds to a distress signal in the South Pacific during World War
II and rescues the sole survivor of the attack, they must then face the horrific monster
responsible in order to make it back alive.

GENRE:

Action | Horror | Thriller

WHY TO READ:

This is an engaging and energetic action creature thriller that presents a unique and
compellingly crafted script that is elevated by a central anti-colonialist message. The already
high stakes are heightened by the World War II setting, with the three-way naval battles
between the Americans, the Japanese and the monster ranking as some of the most
memorable, cinematic and epic action sequences in the entire contest. Any director would
love to get their hands on this script with all of its potential for stunning visuals and tense,
thrilling action.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

DARK LOGISTICS by Benjamin Finkel

PITCH:

FIGHT CLUB meets THE BIG LEBOWSKI

LOGLINE:

In hyper-dystopian Chicago, a lowly IRS employee finds himself caught up in the web of
several rival terrorist groups battling for control of the city.

GENRE:

Comedy | Drama | Thriller

WHY TO READ:

This script is a wholly entertaining and absurdist political dramedy that examines (and often
indicts) a number of timely issues that are distinctly American in nature, including but not
limited to: culture wars, religion, taxation, normalization of violence, meaningless clickbait,
and social justice. The story is unique, smart, and engaging while also being totally inventive
and delightfully out-of-control. Boasting hysterical dialogue, memorable set pieces, and
lovably bizarre characters, this script is a must-read.
---------------------------------
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THE LAUNCH PAD FEATURE COMPETITION
TITLE:

THE DEVIL’S PROPHET by Jason E. Deparis

PITCH:

DOWNFALL meets THE PRESTIGE

LOGLINE:

A secretly Jewish psychic in interwar Germany finds himself at the center of the rise of the
Nazi Party, and accidental advisor to Adolf Hiter. The true story of Erik Jan Hanussen.

GENRE:

Biopic | Drama | Period

WHY TO READ:

This is a compelling, well-written biopic about a little known but deeply influential historical
figure that makes for a riveting, emotionally charged script. Erik's conflict between his Jewish
identity and his relationship with the Nazis is a fantastic internal conflict that the writer
keeps finding new ways to dramatically externalize. The supporting characters and their
dialogue shine with personality and are quite memorable in their own right. The plot slowly
escalates the stakes until the final act becomes an edge-of-your-seat thrill ride. Mixing
political intrigue with an atmospheric mysticism, the writer’s skillful voice stands out as a
major highlight.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

THE DOBSON FIELD INITIATIVE by Vince Bailey

PITCH:

STATE OF PLAY meets MARATHON MAN

LOGLINE:

After a former soldier’s photographer husband is killed in a suspicious accident, she begins to
investigate his death, discovering a massive conspiracy within the Australian government.

GENRE:

Drama | Thriller

WHY TO READ:

Elevated by its not often seen Australian setting, this script presents an engagingly crafted
mystery for a female Jason Bourne-type lead with considerable franchise potential. The
writer showcases a strong grasp of action, conflict, tension, and tone, a deadly combination
for a fun thriller. The story tantalizingly doles out information, giving the audience just
enough to stay involved and follow along, but not enough that it becomes predictable. With a
strong premise at its foundation, this is a compelling conspiracy thrill-ride with great
commercial potential.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

THE DRAGON AND THE LOTUS by Elissa Huang

PITCH:

CHAPLIN meets THE JOY LUCK CLUB

LOGLINE:

A Chinese American actress struggles to find her place in racist Hays Code era Hollywood
while fighting her own inner demons. The true story of movie star and activist Anna May
Wong.

GENRE:

Biopic | Drama | Period

WHY TO READ:

Anna May Wong is a fascinating actress with a story of overcoming adversity and prejudice to
become the first Asian-American movie star. There have been no previous attempts at telling
her unique story, which gives this premise quite the edge. The writer dives head first into
addressing the themes of racism in Hollywood with clear, efficient writing and impressive
stylistic flourishes that add depth, emotion, and cinematic visuals to an inherently compelling
story. The characters are nicely developed, with the leads having full and complex arcs that
will intrigue directors and actors alike.
--------------------------------All scripts can be requested here: HTTPS://LPFC2017.TBLAUNCHPAD.COM
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THE LAUNCH PAD FEATURE COMPETITION
TITLE:

ESPERANZA by Bret Polish

PITCH:

SIN NOMBRE meets A BETTER LIFE

LOGLINE:

A young Mexican girl flees to America to find her long-lost father after her whole family is
killed.

GENRE:

Drama | Thriller

WHY TO READ:

The writer elevates a familiar premise about border crossing with excellent execution. This is
a well-written, topical story that never shies away from the darkness inherent in that subject
matter. The script revolves around strong character work and an intense, tight plot that reads
quickly and moves fast. Esperanza's arc is compelling and nuanced, as she slowly becomes
just like the mother she resented. By tackling such a topical subject with grace, subtlety, and
intelligence, the writer shows just how much skill and research went into crafting this
compelling story.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

EVE by Josh Renfree

PITCH:

ALIEN meets THE HURT LOCKER

LOGLINE:

After Navy SEALs recover a fallen object in the mountains of Afghanistan, they realize that the
object is not a downed satellite as they had been led to believe, but a crashed alien craft.
When it begins to possess anyone who gets near it, one woman remains to save the others
and the world.

GENRE:

Horror | Sci-Fi | Thriller

WHY TO READ:

This is a well-written action thriller that makes use of fresh sci-fi concepts and a compelling
military setting to deliver a visually engaging and original on the genre. The script is packed
with great ideas, such as an alien civilization's response to the Voyager records acting as the
impetus for a confrontation or the idea that the object is meant to "upgrade" us in order for
communication between the two civilizations to be feasible. The choice to have only women
be able to wield this knowledge complicates all of the character arcs and relationships
brilliantly, and adds some compelling thematic content to a tense thriller.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

EVIL JOSH by Jesse Johnston

PITCH:

CHILD’S PLAY meets DRAG ME TO HELL

LOGLINE:

After their son is given a creepy Viking doll for his birthday, an upper middle class couple
finds their perfect suburban life terrorized.

GENRE:

Comedy | Horror

WHY TO READ:

A unique spin on the haunted doll trope, this story crafts an extensive and fascinating
backstory for its antagonistic carving, which ups the scare factor immensely. Definitely more
on the comedy side of things than the horror side, this script shows a ton of great comedic
timing, witty dialogue, and laugh-out-loud moments. The characters are all great pastiches of
rich, suburban assholes – providing an emotional and politically observant twist to the
traditional horror comedy style of humor.
--------------------------------All scripts can be requested here: HTTPS://LPFC2017.TBLAUNCHPAD.COM
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THE LAUNCH PAD FEATURE COMPETITION
TITLE:

EXILE ON WALL STREET by Karl Richter

PITCH:

THE WOLF OF WALL STREET meets THE FUGITIVE

LOGLINE:

A hedge fund manager uncovers an enormous financial conspiracy, but before he can expose
it he is framed for a crime and has to go on the run. He teams up with a group of homeless
activists to enact revenge.

GENRE:

Drama | Thriller

WHY TO READ:

Combining the high-brow storytelling of a financial drama with the fun action of a wanted
man thriller, this script has something that will appeal to all audiences. While the basis of the
story is in the financial world, the story isn’t bogged down in financials as a lot of these “Wall
Street movies” often are. The story focuses more on the character of Richard and what he’s
going to do about his predicament. In doing so, the script avoids clichés and keeps the
narrative moving forward at a fun, fast-paced clip. With appropriately quippy dialogue and
lots of wacky supporting characters and impressive set pieces, this script constantly
surpasses expectations of its genre to engage the audience on every level.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

FALSE COMFORTS by Steven Mills

PITCH:

99 HOMES meets THE BIG SLEEP

LOGLINE:

A man finds himself deep in debt in order to save his small business - and his family's
livelihood - but when the collectors come to call and offer an illegal deal in exchange for the
money he needs, he soon finds himself blackmailed into doing things he never thought
himself capable of.

GENRE:

Crime | Drama | Thriller

WHY TO READ:

It taps into the recession-era anxiety captured in similar films like 99 HOMES and HELL OR
HIGH WATER, and transports this theme into a heightened thriller procedural. The script is
taut, with escalating tension and gruesome violence. The writer does an excellent job of
backing the film's protagonist into a corner from which he can't escape. This is a quick read
with genuine twists and turns and constantly escalating stakes. The lead role is complex and
demanding, an opportunity that should attract a strong, ambitious actor looking for a
challenge.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

FEED THE MONSTER by Rob Rex

PITCH:

DOUBLE INDEMNITY meets INVASION OF THE BODY SNATCHERS

LOGLINE:

After a reluctant mob moonshiner and a down-on-her-luck young woman discover that a
special alcohol shipment from China turns those who drink it into monsters, they must stop
the mob from disseminating it throughout the city.

GENRE:

Action | Drama | Horror

WHY TO READ:

A wonderfully high concept genre mash-up, this script elevates the tried-and-true noir crime
drama by integrating it with an engaging supernatural twist. On display in this story is the
writer’s mastery of genre conventions, narrative structure, and character, making for a
uniquely fun and surprisingly accessible premise. The story moves quickly and excitingly
thanks to deft and efficient writing that exposes the writer’s passion for storytelling.
--------------------------------All scripts can be requested here: HTTPS://LPFC2017.TBLAUNCHPAD.COM
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TITLE:

FINDING FLETCHER’S FINGERS by Shannon Mier

PITCH:

GET HIM TO THE GREEK meets THE HANGOVER

LOGLINE:

After losing his fingers in an accident in the back seat of a cab, an insurance salesman
embarks on a wild quest across the city with the help of a caring nurse, a neglectful cabbie,
and a pyrotechnics technician in order to recover the fingers and get them surgically
reattached before time runs out.

GENRE:

Comedy

WHY TO READ:

When a script starts with someone losing their fingers in a taxi door and setting a ticking
clock on finding them, you might assume that there’s not much room to get more absurd. This
script absolutely proves that impulse wrong, repeatedly upping the stakes with scenes that
are more over-the-top, more laugh-out-loud, and more ridiculous than the one before. The
comedy never shies away from the gross, the absurd, or the offensive – staking a claim in the
high-grossing juvenile, R-rated comedy space with a distinct voice and eye-catching premise.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

FLASH CRASH by Brian Wohl

PITCH:

THE BIG SHORT meets PINEAPPLE EXPRESS

LOGLINE:

After realizing that he has been brainwashed by the digital security company that he loves so
dearly, a loyal employee sets out to stop the company's CEO from crashing the stock market
in order to make trillions.

GENRE:

Action | Comedy

WHY TO READ:

Tackling the complexities of the financial system with a purposefully silly and quirky tone,
this script has a very strong comedic voice that shows off the writer's joke-writing talent.
First and foremost, a comedy should be funny, and this script definitely exceeds expectations
in that regard with plenty of laugh-out-loud moments. By pushing together Phil and Karen,
two totally opposite but equally ridiculous people, the script gives us a great buddy comedy
duo whose antagonistic dynamic fuels both the comedy and the plot of this rollercoaster
script.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

FORSAKING ALL OTHERS by Alex Hardcastle and Vance Stringer

PITCH:

THE PROPOSAL meets I NOW PRONOUNCE YOU CHUCK AND LARRY

LOGLINE:

When a weekend trip gone wrong results in an arrest for a gay British man working in the U.S.
and jeopardizes his immigration status, he embarks upon a sham marriage to the straight
best friend who caused the problem in the first place.

GENRE:

Comedy | Romance

WHY TO READ:

A cute indie romantic comedy that tells a familiar story through a unique LGBT lens, this
script takes a successful formula and twists it slightly, avoiding clichés and adding emotional
complexity to what could have been a light, shallow story. By not shying away from how
selfish and flawed the two lead characters are throughout, the script remains engaging and
mature, hitting at profound truths rather than cheap laughs, although are plenty of laughs to
be had as well. A quick, easy read with an easily marketable premise, this is a low budget
indie that could be screening at Sundance this time next year.
--------------------------------All scripts can be requested here: HTTPS://LPFC2017.TBLAUNCHPAD.COM
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THE LAUNCH PAD FEATURE COMPETITION
TITLE:

FRIEND OF THE SHOW by Brian T. Arnold

PITCH:

MONEY MONSTER meets NIGHTCRAWLER

LOGLINE:

A far-right news commentator is kidnapped by a right-wing extremist group who want him to
help lead their movement, not knowing that his television persona is a sham. When he
discovers their plan to assassinate the president, he realizes he is the only one who can stop
them.

GENRE:

Drama | Thriller

WHY TO READ:

This undeniably topical premise takes on the political divisions in our country alongside the
ever-present criticisms of the media to craft a humanizing tale about complex characters in
high-stakes, thrilling circumstances. The dialogue is excellent, and that's with a high degree of
difficulty considering the need to mimic right-wing rhetoric and political speech. The writing
is slick, professional, and efficient. Reading the script feels like watching a movie, and the
pages practically turn themselves as the action ramps up. With a rare combination of smart
writing and commercial potential, this is a critical and financial success waiting to happen.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

FRONTIERSMEN by Ben Feuer

PITCH:

THE GREY meets MANCHESTER BY THE SEA

LOGLINE:

After the death of their mother, an absent father takes his two sons to the family cabin on a
remote Alaskan island, but when disaster strikes they are forced to survive months alone in
the frigid wilderness.

GENRE:

Adventure | Thriller

WHY TO READ:

While the survival thriller premise and the rugged Alaskan wilderness setting are a striking
and compelling draw, the nuanced and distinctive characters provide the real meat of the
story in this script – a portrait of a real family, with all of the baggage and history that entails,
struggling to survive together. These three men are deeply flawed, sympathetic, and realistic
all at the same time, pulling us into their story and transporting us to this beautiful, isolated
landscape alongside them. Stunning visuals, unexpected twists, and real emotional heft flesh
out this exciting, cinematic story.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

FUNNY COLORED LOVE by Alex Thomas

PITCH:

AMERICAN HISTORY X meets THE BIG SICK

LOGLINE:

When a black woman and former neo-Nazi find are matched on a dating website, they find
love can appear in the most unexpected places.

GENRE:

Comedy | Drama | Romance

WHY TO READ:

Provocative, political, hilarious, and heartfelt all at the same time – this script has a lot to say,
and manages that balance by anchoring its story in two complex, sympathetic, and deeply
flawed leads who we instantly relate to and want to see succeed and be happy. The writer
crafts a fully fleshed-out world with a great cast of supporting characters to provide comic
relief and plenty of complications along the way to this unconventional romance. There might
be no more topical script than this one, but it never gets bogged down in semantics or
preachiness. This is honest, authentic character work in a touching romance that will appeal
to all audiences.
--------------------------------All scripts can be requested here: HTTPS://LPFC2017.TBLAUNCHPAD.COM
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THE LAUNCH PAD FEATURE COMPETITION
TITLE:

GETAWAY by Jamie Napoli and Joshua Paul Johnson

PITCH:

FARGO meets THREE BILLBOARDS OUTSIDE EBBING, MISSOURI

LOGLINE:

With his marriage failing, a man hires an actor to break into his house so he can act as a hero,
but when a mistake means he isn’t there to intervene, everything goes wrong.

GENRE:

Action | Comedy

WHY TO READ:

An absolute gem of a script, this bears all the great marks of a Coen Brothers script, blending
drama, comedy, and satire into an engaging and compelling narrative. Every character sizzles
with life, from the two protagonists to every single one of the supporting characters. The plot
is perfectly structured, with absolutely every scene being essential to the plot and the
development of character relationships as every minor detail turns out to be a clue, a red
herring, or a complication that comes back to have meaning later on. Deeply funny and
expertly structured, this script capitalizes on its eye-catching premise and exceeds all
expectations.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

GOING FOR TWO by Kathleen Welch Markel

PITCH:

HOOSIERS meets THE WONDER YEARS

LOGLINE:

A boy in 1983 Nebraska attempts to solve the problem of his undescended testicle as the
University of Nebraska Cornhuskers fight for the national championship.

GENRE:

Comedy | Drama | Sports | Period

WHY TO READ:

This script deftly uses a specific event – the 1983 Nebraska Cornhuskers college football
season – to tell a sweet but not saccharine coming-of-age story that is both uniquely quirky
and warmly familiar at the same time. This script feels like going home, and the characters,
from the major to the minor, feel like real, multi-dimensional people. The family dynamics,
the community's passion for football, and the romance between Officer Sal and Louise all
sparkle with emotional authenticity, in both writing and dialogue. The script's sense of humor
combines family friendly jokes with an undercurrent of the absurd and risqué – so exactly like
the life of a real teenager.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

THE HATCHLING by John Wikstrom

PITCH:

SHORT TERM 12 meets PETE’S DRAGON

LOGLINE:

On the cusp of another adoption after several have fallen through, a Haitian orphan finds a
mysterious egg in the jungle and tries to keep it safe with the help of an American volunteer
until it can hatch.

GENRE:

Adventure | Family | Fantasy

WHY TO READ:

Aside from being very beautifully and skillfully written, this script speaks to timeless themes
such as hope, love, and motherhood in such an organic way that you will instantly be
reminded of the movies that most touched you as a kid, whatever those movies were. The
characters are vibrant and complex, and the orphanage feels like a character of its own.
Murphy and Kembe's complicated relationship is heartwarming and heartbreaking at the
same time. At the heart of this script is the mystery of the “egg,” a delightful enigma that
requires no explanation, since its moving impact on our characters is so clear.
---------------------------------
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TITLE:

HENCHMAN by Andrew Wood

PITCH:

BATMAN meets DEADPOOL

LOGLINE:

After an evil villain's disillusioned henchman accidentally kills the city's superhero, he
decides to take over for the costumed crusader.

GENRE:

Action | Comedy

WHY TO READ:

In a market saturated with superhero stories, this script adeptly flips the concept on its head
with a delightful fish-out-of-water premise that finds an evil villain’s henchman taking over
the city’s superhero role. The writer uses our preconceived notions of the genre against us in
order to craft some uniquely compelling characters, arcs, and humor. The writing is clever
and heightened, acting not just as a parody of superhero stories but of superhero parody
stories for a fun, self-aware, meta twist that not only serves to build a rich world of characters
and conventions, but that helps to bring the superhero archetype from tired and cliché to
original and surprising.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

HESSE by Jill Bayor

PITCH:

THE HOURS meets FRIDA

LOGLINE:

After escaping Nazi Germany, minimalist artist Eva Hesse moves to New York where she
becomes a pioneer of the postminimal art movement.

GENRE:

Biopic | Drama | Period

WHY TO READ:

The true story of a well-known and influential artist whose own life was just as interesting as
her work, this script features strong writing, compelling characters, and dramatic story beats
that jump off the page in cinematic ways that echo the profound and inventive visuals of
Hesse’s own sculptures. Eva is a fantastic character that would be a great role for an actress
and even has awards potential. The biggest strength of the script is how it foregrounds her art
with the visual medium of film while never sacrificing the human drama of her life.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

HI LINE by Migizi Pensoneau

PITCH:

WIND RIVER meets BLAZING SADDLES

LOGLINE:

Two aging and apathetic tribal police officers on a Montana reservation attempt to solve a
series of disappearances of Native women on their reservation just as a white nationalist
group attempts to force their way onto the land.

GENRE:

Action | Comedy | Thriller

WHY TO READ:

A refreshingly fun crime caper about two inept Native American cops who take down a NeoNazi drug trafficking ring, the script's biggest strength is its tone, which seamlessly
transitions from serious, gritty drama to socially-charged humor in a matter of beats. The
characters are instantly lovable, particularly slovenly lead Kip, who feels like a Native
American version of The Dude from THE BIG LEBOWSKI. Much like the catharsis that
moviegoers felt in INGLOURIOUS BASTERDS, there is something very satisfying about seeing
a bunch of Native Americans shoot up Neo-Nazis. What more could you want?
---------------------------------
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THE LAUNCH PAD FEATURE COMPETITION
TITLE:

HOLIDAY MAGIC by Rex Carter

PITCH:

ELF meets THE PRESTIGE

LOGLINE:

When her magician father's wand is used to make the North Pole vanish just before the
holidays, a girl travels to the world where everything that disappears ends up in order to save
Christmas.

GENRE:

Animation | Family | Fantasy

WHY TO READ:

This is an ambitious children's film script that is packed with stunning visual moments that
should pop in a big screen animated format. Combining holiday themes with a magical setting
will appeal to a wide audience of kids, while the themes of loneliness and being a team player
will keep parents engaged as well. A fun and breezy tone combined with the wonder and
imaginative potential of the empty world of disappeared things make this an adventure
everyone will want to go on.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

HUGE IN JAPAN by Alberto Valenzuela

PITCH:

THE HANGOVER meets LOST IN TRANSLATION

LOGLINE:

A down-on-his-luck American accidentally agrees to marry a Japanese woman and is
subsequently kidnapped, smuggled into Japan, and forced into participating in a wild game
show.

GENRE:

Romantic Comedy

WHY TO READ:

Starting right off the bat with its grandiose bait-and-switch opening sequence, it’s obvious
that this script is not going to be a typical romantic comedy. Elevating the genre with a
combination of smart satire and pure, over-the-top ridiculousness, this script finds surprising
humanity in its absurd premise, largely due to the success of the dynamic between our two
leads and their unexpected partnership. The writing is fun and distinctive, enhancing the
humorous voice of the script and showcasing a writer with a ton of potential.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

I WANNA F*** ADOLF HITLER by Dylan Visvikis

PITCH:

INGLOURIOUS BASTERDS meets TRAINWRECK

LOGLINE:

After being diagnosed with syphilis and given only a year to live, a young woman takes it
upon herself to sleep her way to the top of the Nazi hierarchy and assassinate Hitler by giving
him the deadly STD.

GENRE:

Comedy | Period

WHY TO READ:

In the best way possible, this is a style-forward script, throwing out convention, embracing
absurdity, and pushing bravado, all to its benefit. Overall the writing is very strong, the
premise is pure raunchy fun, and the story plays out well. The tone is sharp, unwavering, and
endlessly enjoyable, and so is the female lead. With one of the most original premises we've
ever seen, this offers everything from tons of laughs to a self-reflective and determined
protagonist, and it hits the mark on all counts.
---------------------------------
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THE LAUNCH PAD FEATURE COMPETITION
TITLE:

IF I WERE YOU by Joseph Muszynski

PITCH:

NEBRASKA meets CAPTAIN PHILLIPS

LOGLINE:

After falling for an email scam, an elderly veteran travels to Nigeria to enact his revenge on
the scammers.

GENRE:

Adventure | Comedy | Drama

WHY TO READ:

An instantly relatable premise for any of us who have helped an elderly relative with their
computer problems, this script takes the idea of an email scam to the extreme, crafting an
over-the-top revenge story that goes hilariously wrong. Stanley is a great leading role for an
aging actor to make a comeback with, playing both comedy and drama with a gruff exterior.
The unique Nigerian setting promises plenty of culture clash humor as well as vibrant and
unique visuals for the American audience.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

IN THE MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT by Shane Weisfeld

PITCH:

PRISONERS meets GONE GIRL

LOGLINE:

A detective struggling with prescription drug addiction searches for a missing child whose
kidnappers offer the parents a bizarre choice: they will either kill the child now, or return him
unharmed after ten years.

GENRE:

Crime | Drama | Thriller

WHY TO READ:

This script takes a mainstay thriller plot – a missing child – and elevates it with an
unbelievably creepy twist: the kidnapper showing up to calmly talk to the parents and
offering them a horrifying ultimatum. The trailer practically plays in your mind. The story
starts out with this gripping sequence and then barrels forward at a breakneck pace with
impeccable suspenseful writing and quickly escalating stakes. A nuanced detective
protagonist with an engaging personal arc that avoids many tropes of the genre anchors this
script and could easily be spun off into sequels.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

INSTANT LOVE
by Juanjo Moscardo, Maria Laura Gargarella and Maria Minguez

PITCH:

WHO’S AFRAID OF VIRGINIA WOOLF? meets INDECENT PROPOSAL

LOGLINE:

A couple on the verge of breaking up try to spice up their love life by inviting two friends to
swing with them, but the encounters only expose deeper rifts and truths for everyone
involved.

GENRE:

Drama | Romance

WHY TO READ:

A simple premise executed with passion and heart – the ensemble is small and the location
limited, but the script benefits from its limitation, digging deeper into the characters and
providing opportunities for the audience to invest in them and care about the outcomes of
their relationships. The way the script traces the ups and downs of the two relationships,
often juxtaposing them and never shying away from some harsh truths, is impressive and
insightful. These are complex, challenging roles for four talented actors, and the contained
setting would make this an inexpensive chamber drama poised for critical acclaim.
---------------------------------
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THE LAUNCH PAD FEATURE COMPETITION
TITLE:

JELLYFISH SUMMER by Sarah Jane Inwards

PITCH:

DISTRICT 9 meets SELMA

LOGLINE:

A black family living in the Deep South in 1965 tries to help out two mysterious human-like
creatures who fall from the sky, despite the society's insistence that they are dangerous.

GENRE:

Coming of Age | Drama | Sci-Fi

WHY TO READ:

From start to finish, this a provocative, well-written, moving story with a compelling young
protagonist who anchors the high-concept premise with emotion and heart. She embodies the
innocence and hope of the story and navigates us through seeing the opposing forces who are
either for or against the Fallen. While the human characters are all well-defined and relatable,
the fact that the Fallen characters, having no understandable dialogue, feel real and
sympathetic is a testament to the writer's skill. This script has the potential to attract a
talented filmmaker and cast who are looking for a powerful and inventive story about change.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

JENNIFER LAWRENCE’S EVIL DOPPELGANGER by Kelly Byrnes

PITCH:

BEING JOHN MALKOVICH meets TRUE ROMANCE

LOGLINE:

After a small-town drug dealer gets a makeover that makes her look like the spitting image of
Jennifer Lawrence, she and her boyfriend decide to go to Los Angeles to kidnap the actress
and shake her down for money.

GENRE:

Comedy

WHY TO READ:

The script does a great job of bringing enough levity and humor to the provocative and
slightly terrifying premise, so we are left feeling that it is written by a unique comedic voice
rather than a psycho we need to alert somebody about – a fun off-kilter adventure that feels
totally originally. With a collection of oddball characters who find redemption despite the
bizarre circumstances, this script excels beyond the gimmick of its title to tell an emotional
and hilarious story.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

LIFE AT SANDY’S by Aleksandra Hansen

PITCH:

PLEASANTVILLE meets THE RING

LOGLINE:

After moving in with her overbearing aunt, a young woman finds herself drawn in by a set of
VHS tapes of a 90s sitcom after the characters in the show begin reaching out to her, taking
advantage of her dissatisfaction with her dull life to pull her into the increasingly sinister
television world.

GENRE:

Drama | Horror | Thriller

WHY TO READ:

With its dark, dreamlike, creepy tone this script is the perfect balance of unsettling TWILIGHT
ZONE plotting with indie film simplicity and intrigue. High concept without requiring a high
budget, this is a midnight movie hit waiting to happen. The juxtaposition of the perfect sitcom
world with the terrifying implications of what it is doing to Evelyn is a creative, Lynchian
twist with a ton of visual potential for a great director, while the low-fi VHS tape setup adds a
memorable, retro vibe that plays perfectly with the film’s surprisingly complex themes.
---------------------------------
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TITLE:

LONE WOLF by Joe Swafford

PITCH:

PATRIOT’S DAY meets ZODIAC

LOGLINE:

In the immediate wake of the Oklahoma City Bombing, a state trooper and two FBI agents
rush to put the pieces together and bring those responsible to justice, while one of them is
unknowingly trapped with the bomber.

GENRE:

Crime | Drama | Thriller

WHY TO READ:

A powerful and poignant script that tells the story of a domestic terrorist attack from over
two decades ago, but manages to bring a timeless, human element to the destruction that
resonates in the current political and social climate. The portrayal of Timothy McVeigh is
appropriately chilling, an awards play for the right actor, and the three police protagonists all
feel like fleshed out and authentic individuals. This is a writer who has not only done their
research into the intimate details of the bombing and its aftermath, but also has a firm enough
handle on the craft of screenwriting to turn those details into a harrowing and tense drama.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

LOS NIÑOS SICARIOS by Joe Varkle and Robert Lampert

PITCH:

SICARIO meets SIN NOMBRE

LOGLINE:

Two teenage cousins work as paid killers for the cartels in Texas in order to support their
family, but the real struggle is the one to have a normal teenage life.

GENRE:

Drama | Thriller

WHY TO READ:

A cold and grim depiction of teenage sicarios in Texas – the story excels at chronicling the
dark truths of gang life and its senseless impact on human life. The quiet, melancholic
atmosphere of the script could make this a great coming-out piece for a young and upcoming
director. The two leads, despite the violence of their lives and complex morality of their
decisions, are deeply sympathetic and authentic. A dark, contemplative window into a world
we don’t often see portrayed on screen.

---------------------------------

TITLE:

LOVE & HOSTILITY by Michael Mirabella

PITCH:

FAR FROM HEAVEN meets BLACK SWAN

LOGLINE:

A seemingly perfect 1950s housewife experiences wild and violent hallucinations as she
copes with her oppressive husband and the secrets of their marriage.

GENRE:

Comedy | Drama | Period

WHY TO READ:

An ambitious premise packed with dark themes and fun moments, this script has something
to say and it says it in a new and refreshing way. The setting sheds a new light on issues of
today by introducing Mary’s rather progressive mindset in a more conservative time. Mary
treads a fine line between reality and fantasy, crafting a compelling protagonist who any
actress would love to play. The writer shows their skill in crafting a balance between drama
and comedy, with hysterical and over-the-top moments fitting seamlessly into the larger
narrative.
---------------------------------
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TITLE:

MAGGIE ROCKS by Guy Francisco Polin

PITCH:

RED meets THE BEST EXOTIC MARIGOLD HOTEL

LOGLINE:

An aging assassin for the mob is forced into witness protection and assigned to a poorly run
retirement community. Using her very specific set of skills and the help of her newfound
friends, she endeavors to take over the home from its ill-intentioned administrator.

GENRE:

Action | Comedy | Drama

WHY TO READ:

In Maggie, we get a character who we’ve never seen on screen before – an elderly woman
who works as a mob enforcer. Any aging actress would have a field day with this role, which
calls for badassery, humor, and heartfelt emotion all at the same time. Combine that with the
quirky cast of residents at the home and a fast-paced, simple story and you have a dark action
comedy that will appeal to the underserved senior citizen audience while still providing
laughs and fun for viewers of all ages.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

MERCY by Geoff Bakken

PITCH:

A GIRL WALKS HOME ALONE AT NIGHT meets JOHN WICK

LOGLINE:

A young Iranian woman who was disfigured in an acid attack seeks vengeance through
vigilantism to protect herself and other women.

GENRE:

Action | Drama

WHY TO READ:

Part revenge flick, part superhero film, this is all at once both an empowering story and
cautionary tale about vengeance and the issues inherent within. Not only does this script offer
a rare setting, but it is also truly original and subversive in its critique of gender politics, law
enforcement, and corruption in Iran. The writer turns their protagonist into a superhero-like
character through a heartbreaking origin story, impressive character development, and an
angry, infectious attitude that is thrilling, to say the least. This is the kind of story that will
make female and male audiences alike raise their fists in excitement, and, if placed in the
hands of the right filmmaker, has the potential to be a commercial breakthrough.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

MILWAUKEE ROULETTE by Glenn Rabney

PITCH:

FARGO meets IN BRUGES

LOGLINE:

After years working for a low-level crime family in Milwaukee, two inept brothers want to
move to Phoenix and open a sandwich shop, but they have to take on one last job to get the
money – as killers for hire.

GENRE:

Comedy | Crime | Thriller

WHY TO READ:

With hints of the Coen Brothers’ and Martin McDonagh's mixture of comedy, crime, and
ineptitude, this script shares its inspirations’ biggest strength: characters. This family is
hilarious to watch in action, with each having a distinct comedic personality that feels like it
could anchor its own script, but also authentic and organic motivations that make them
instantly relatable. Hilarious, compelling, and unexpected, the writing shines through with
crackling dialogue, cinematic action set pieces, and sharp plot twists.
---------------------------------
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TITLE:

MISSING ALICE by Chris Preyor

PITCH:

GET OUT meets PRISONERS

LOGLINE:

When their mother goes missing, two brothers travel to the racist Southern town in which
she was last seen in order to find her.

GENRE:

Drama | Thriller

WHY TO READ:

Utilizing a heightened and contained story with a meaningful message and a strong sense of
character and conflict, this script makes a good case for itself in concept alone. The eerie
atmosphere brought on by the juxtaposition of setting and message, as well as the idea that
people are often not as they present themselves to be, is made all the more prescient by the
current political climate, and the characters’ deeply motivated mission is easy for an audience
to rally behind. Every character harbors a hidden darkness that not only speaks to the
complexity of humanity, but that sticks with the reader long after the story ends.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

MOON RUSH by Matt O’Reilly

PITCH:

MAD MAX meets AVATAR

LOGLINE:

A security contractor working for a diamond operation on the moon, which has turned into a
violent Wild West free-for-all, goes on the run from guerillas and his own company after
finding an enormous diamond.

GENRE:

Action | Adventure | Sci-Fi | Western

WHY TO READ:

A super fun read that takes the idea of a space western and ups the “western” factor to craft a
violent frontier society that truly captures that combination of isolation, exploration, and
lawlessness that makes this genre such a crucible of the worst and best facets of humanity.
This is a simple story told in a visually stunning setting with creative sci-fi ideas, touching and
realistic character arcs, and a clear anti-capitalist theme that never feels overbearing.
Exceptional, cinematic action sequences make this a rollercoaster ride of a script that you’ll
immediately want to see on the big screen.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

NIX by Evan Muehlbauer and Jesse Keller

PITCH:

DON’T BREATHE meets FRANK

LOGLINE:

Four friends set out to find a legendary punk rocker 35 years after his disappearance, but
following a series of unsettling events, they begin to suspect that his isolation has driven him
crazy and they are in the clutches of a violent psychopath who schemes to take them out one
by one.

GENRE:

Horror | Thriller

WHY TO READ:

This is a contained thriller that makes excellent use of conflict, tension, and character in order
to craft an engaging, vibrant, and bloody slasher film. The script displays a sympathetic and
effective treatment of mental illness – atypical of the horror genre – in its respect for Nix and
condemnation of the actions of the intrusive teenagers, who have only themselves to blame.
The nuanced character work allows for the constantly escalating violence to never feel overthe-top, and fit perfectly with the emotional threads of the story. This has all the ingredients
to be the next horror hit.
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TITLE:

NO SWEETNESS IN THIS by Robert Zameroski

PITCH:

NO COUNTRY FOR OLD MEN meets PRISONERS

LOGLINE:

After his estranged drug addict brother returns home, a born-again preacher is forced to fight
for his family’s lives when he discovers that his brother has a sociopathic killer hot on his
heels.

GENRE:

Action | Drama | Thriller

WHY TO READ:

The writing deftly captures the essence of complex characters and conveys the world they
live in with detail, compassion, and clarity, not shying away from moments of everyday
banality amidst gritty, cinematic action. This balance adds heart and nuance to a tense
thriller, raising the stakes with an engaging and complicated dynamic between the two
brothers that lends a Shakespearean depth and weight to the script. Vivid imagery,
memorable dialogue, and a captivating villain round out a script filled with iconic moments.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

THE NOBLE WOMAN by David Case

PITCH:

ELIZABETH meets THE REVENANT

LOGLINE:

After she and her lover are marooned on an island during an expedition to the New World, an
independent French noblewoman must fight for her life in the harsh Canadian wilderness.
Based on a true story.

GENRE:

Adventure | Drama | Period | Romance

WHY TO READ:

An incredibly engaging tale of one woman's will to survive against the most insurmountable
of odds. Right off the bat, we love Marguerite. She's a fighter and an underdog in the world of
the patriarchy of 1540s France, and her resilience and strength only shine more once she is
stranded on the island. This is the sort of role that could win an actress an Oscar. This is a
grand, epic love affair set against the most rugged of survival stories. Cinematic and
beautifully told, this is an untold true story that everyone will want to see.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

NOBODY LIVES FOREVER by Emily Blake

PITCH:

JOHN WICK meets THE CURIOUS CASE OF BENJAMIN BUTTON

LOGLINE:

A hitman with a perfect record fails to kill his target - an immortal man with a death wish.
Looking to keep his streak alive, the hitman agrees to help the man reverse the curse that
keeps him alive.

GENRE:

Action | Sci-Fi | Thriller

WHY TO READ:

Not content to rest on the merits of its eye-catching and creative fantasy premise, this is also a
fun shoot ‘em up action film infused with darkly comedic dialogue and genuine heart.
Energetic, fast-paced plotting will keep the pages turning as we follow the adventures of our
inventive and surprisingly sympathetic odd couple pairing of an immortal man and an expert
hitman. We’re not just getting cinematic action, but also nuanced and engaging character
work that humanizes both the leads and supporting characters. This script is the best of both
worlds.
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TITLE:

OIL AND WATER by Alfred Thomas Catalfo and Morgan Webster Dudley

PITCH:

ERIN BROCKOVICH meets THE POST

LOGLINE:

A principled freshman state legislator stands up to billionaire shipping magnate Aristotle
Onassis's attempts to bankroll an oil refinery off the coast of New Hampshire during the
height of the oil embargo.

GENRE:

Biopic | Drama | Period

WHY TO READ:

This excellently researched and well paced legal thriller serves as an inspiring feminist David
vs. Goliath story, pitting a small town politician against the powerful billionaire Aristotle
Onassis. Dudley Dudley is a lovable underdog heroine, while Onassis is an appropriately
charming, but slimy, foe. The small town settings are beautifully conveyed with heart, nuance,
and authenticity. Audiences will be standing and cheering at the triumphant moments in this
untold true story that feels absolutely of the moment.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

THE ONES LEFT BEHIND by Ashley White

PITCH:

THE DESCENDANTS meets LITTLE MISS SUNSHINE

LOGLINE:

When his wife dies, a man reluctantly takes his daughter and father on a road trip to spread
her ashes, but only after he is informed that the woman he thought he knew had cheated on
him years before.

GENRE:

Comedy | Drama

WHY TO READ:

It’s impossible not to fall in love with this heartfelt, beautifully written family dramedy about
grief, estrangement, and growing up. Herb, Nate, and Erica are a rich trifecta of characters,
and their complicated family relationships feel real and relatable. The emotional, slice-of-life
storytelling is elevated by genuine twists, a distinct comedic voice, and a compelling climax
that will make you reach for the tissues. This script showcases the talents of a writer at the
top of their game crafting authentic, emotional family drama.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

PAIGE DARCY: FORMER TEEN DETECTIVE by Alice Moran

PITCH:

JESSICA JONES meets SCOOBY DOO

LOGLINE:

A former child detective who left the sleuthing business after a tragic loss is coaxed out of
retirement to investigate the seedy criminal underbelly of her small town when a local drug
dealer is killed.

GENRE:

Crime | Comedy | Drama

WHY TO READ:

This script offers a unique, R-rated take on the NANCY DREW and SCOOBY DOO mysteries
that have compelled young viewers and readers for decades. The writer deftly navigates a
balance between engaging mystery storytelling and a tongue-in-cheek voice that doesn’t take
itself too seriously. Paige and the other characters are well-formed and compelling, despite
their obvious flaws. A quick read thanks to breezy, quirky writing featuring a deathly black
wit that provides jokes at every turn.
---------------------------------
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TITLE:

PARALLEL by Jonathan Flicker

PITCH:

THE CONJURING meets FREQUENCY

LOGLINE:

A family living in an isolated Massachusetts home finds themselves haunted by the echoes of
the family who inhabited the structure over two centuries earlier.

GENRE:

Horror | Period | Sci-Fi

WHY TO READ:

This is a remarkably well-written and engrossing script that starts off with an excellent baitand-switch tactic. While the writer initially presents this as a classical "haunted house" story,
they deftly pivot into a more complex sci-fi tale that also deepens the emotional and physical
stakes for the characters. The parallel stories of the Williams and Nolan families intersect in
fascinating and satisfying ways as the script goes on, while the writer does an excellent job of
conveying the complicated timeline with innovative visual writing and impressive clarity.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

PARIAH by David Lynch and Keith Lynch

PITCH:

BLADE RUNNER meets THE 6TH DAY

LOGLINE:

In an attempt to clear his debt and provide a better life for his daughter, a man undergoes an
illegal process to create a double of himself, ending up in the middle of a secret war against
unlawful cloning.

GENRE:

Action | Sci-Fi | Thriller

WHY TO READ:

Presenting, first and foremost, an original take on the often-unimaginative sci-fi trope of
artificial intelligence (certainly no easy task in its own right), and combining it with a
narrative grounded in character, the script creates a complex and visually engaging world
that speaks to larger truths about self-reflection and personal growth by begging the
question: would you see yourself differently from the outside? With wisps of sci-fi
juggernauts Philip K. Dick and William Gibson, this script successfully synthesizes meaningful
character growth with engaging action for a commercially viable and compelling sci-fi project
ripe for the current market.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

PETER AND THE WOLVES by Conor Kyle

PITCH:

STRANGER THINGS meets CITY OF THIEVES

LOGLINE:

Amidst widespread starvation and devastation in war-torn St. Petersburg, a group of children
attempt to track down and kill the murderous cannibal who took their friend.

GENRE:

Horror | Thriller | War

WHY TO READ:

Chilling and cinematic, this script follows an endearing group of children placed into the
worst situation imaginable – struggling to survive and save their families from a sinister
threat. The innovative integration of Prokofiev’s “Peter and the Wolf” into the action and
story of the script works beautifully, adding a haunting echo of civility amidst the chaos of
war and starvation. Despite the child protagonists, the story never shies away from the gritty,
pitch black instincts of its desperate characters, crafting a gripping mystery equal parts
emotional, terrifying and psychologically incisive.
---------------------------------
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TITLE:

POINT NEMO by Bradley Starr

PITCH:

CAST AWAY meets MISERY

LOGLINE:

When a shipwrecked man is rescued by a woman living on a boat in the middle of the ocean,
he is initially relieved, but soon discovers she is hiding sinister secrets.

GENRE:

Thriller

WHY TO READ:

This is a tightly-written thriller with fun twists and unexpected creepiness around every
corner. The script lulls you into a false sense of security, seeming to be at risk of falling into a
trite two-hander survival story, but just as the characters are established we get the stunning
reveal that Lacey is a murderer on the run. A suspenseful, contained thriller that delves deep
into the psyches of its characters with nuanced dialogue, clear, cinematic action writing, and a
creeping sense of dread.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

PRESIDIO by Eric Martin

PITCH:

NO COUNTRY FOR OLD MEN meets SON OF RAMBO

LOGLINE:

A small town sheriff is forced to break his deal with a drug cartel in order to protect a
rebellious kid who stole from them.

GENRE:

Action | Drama | Western

WHY TO READ:

A Neo-Western that would be thrilling even without the big shootouts, this story is
fantastically paced, slowly building a world around the protagonist, Bud, who will stop at
nothing to keep the town safe. Between Bud and the enigmatic Kid, the characters feel larger
than life even as the story itself is simple and polished. Moody, atmospheric visuals convey
the Texas setting and Wild West action with equal skill. Peppered with humor, heart, and
twists, this script raises the stakes at every turn while giving the audience everything it could
want.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

THE PRISONER by Brad Lubin

PITCH:

MENACE II SOCIETY meets THE SHAWSHANK REDEMPTION

LOGLINE:

After decades spent in solitary, a prisoner is released with severe mental illness and struggles
to reintegrate into society and find the life he left behind.

GENRE:

Drama

WHY TO READ:

A strong and powerful insight into a world most never see, by far this script’s biggest strength
is the protagonist, John, who feels like an authentic portrayal of a man who spent 20 years in
hell. He is sympathetic not just because of the sadness he experiences as he puts back
together his shattered life, but also because of the little moments of victory the writer
sprinkles through the script that give him the hope to keep fighting. The dialogue rings true to
each character, the description flows with a smooth rhythm and vivid visuals, and the overall
portrayal of life before, during, and after long-term incarceration is unflinching and
emotionally devastating. An important story that needs to be told.
---------------------------------
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TITLE:

THE PURPLE HEART BATALLION by Ken Miyamoto

PITCH:

BAND OF BROTHERS meets HACKSAW RIDGE

LOGLINE:

An all-Japanese American battalion endures racism as they fight for their country in World
War II.

GENRE:

Action | Adventure | Period | War

WHY TO READ:

A diverse take on the BAND OF BROTHERS model, this script tells a previously untold but
undeniably important story that resonates powerfully in the current cultural and political
climate. Alternating between cinematic action and emotional character moments, this script
paints a well-rounded picture of a group of American heroes that have never been profiled
before. Triumphant and expansive, this is a moving war epic with iconic moments and
memorable themes.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

RE-ENTRY by Dave Mango

PITCH:

REIGN OVER ME meets AMERICAN SNIPER

LOGLINE:

After losing an arm and a friend in Afghanistan, the son of the Commandant of the Marine
Corps returns home, determined to fulfill his dead comrade's wishes of going over Niagara
Falls in a custom-built barrel.

GENRE:

Drama

WHY TO READ:

Grounded in a compelling existential conflict, this script’s intensely empathetic portrayal of
PTSD makes way for a sensitive and engaging exploration of relationships, both with others
and with the self. The protagonist is a compelling lead that would attract top level talent
interested in nuanced and emotional characters. The story is affectingly atmospheric and
cinematically-minded, deceptively surrealist in execution despite the grounded reality of the
world. Heart-wrenching and eloquent in its observations about love and loss, this story is
sure to win over even the most skeptical of audiences.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

REBELLION by Sergio Kopelev

PITCH:

DEFIANCE meets EMPIRE OF THE SUN

LOGLINE:

After the death of his older brother, a young Polish Jew joins the underground resistance
against the Nazis in the Warsaw Ghetto.

GENRE:

Drama | Period | Thriller | War

WHY TO READ:

This is a powerfully written story of the triumph of the human spirit, about brave resistance
fighters who refuse to let the Nazis crush their spirits. The characters are distinct and
memorable, the setting is both appropriately grim and balanced with humanity
simultaneously, while the dialogue is consistently realistic and character-specific. Rather than
exploring the pain of the Holocaust, this script tells the true story of Jewish heroes fighting
back, suffused with hope and wrapped up in compelling action and vivid images that jump off
the page.
---------------------------------
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TITLE:

RED DIVE by Alexander Gustaveson

PITCH:

THE HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER meets ALIEN

LOGLINE:

When they come upon an abandoned Soviet ship filled with corpses, the crew of a Cold Warera American submarine finds themselves attacked by reanimated corpses.

GENRE:

Action | Horror | Period | Thriller

WHY TO READ:

The sort of premise that immediately draws you in with the amazing possibilities, this script
capitalizes on the promise of its exciting logline with vivid, terrifying visuals and an
atmosphere of creeping claustrophobia. Lev, with his Russian ancestry but American
nationality, makes for a great outsider protagonist for a Cold War movie, while the supporting
characters manage to stand out amidst a sprawling cast of crew members. Tense and
suspenseful even before the arrival of the zombies, this script deftly combines a Cold War spy
thriller with a contained horror film to great effect.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

RELENTLESS by Jeffrey Durante

PITCH:

THE GREY meets ENEMY OF THE STATE

LOGLINE:

After a plane carrying a US Senator is shot down by Russians, an undercover FBI agent that
was on the plane must shepherd the Senator to safety through the woods of Alaska while
being pursued by Russian agents.

GENRE:

Action | Thriller

WHY TO READ:

Combining the survival thriller genre with facets of a political conspiracy drama, this script
storms out of the gates with the highest of stakes, and the excitement continues to escalate
from there. The setting in the Alaskan wilderness provides for stunning visuals and a
terrifying sense of isolation that only increases the suspense. Topical themes of political
corruption and Russian antagonists help make this feel incredibly current and of-themoment. With tangible stakes and well-oiled tension and conflict, this is an engaging thriller
that delivers.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

RUN TO YOUR SOUL by Gil Hizon

PITCH:

WEEKEND meets MOONLIGHT

LOGLINE:

Told in vignettes over the span of 12 years, a man looks back at his relationships to see the
common threads that pulled them apart and figure out why he keeps falling for the wrong
people.

GENRE:

Comedy | Drama | Romance

WHY TO READ:

This script excels in its grounded realism. The characters are complex and consistently
drawn, the dialogue is realistic, the romantic scenes feel romantic and the painful scenes feel
painful. We experience the ups and downs of the protagonist’s relationships alongside him
due to the intense authenticity and relatability of the storytelling. A breeze to read with
efficient writing, clear descriptions, and an inventive structure that propels the story forward
rather than bogging it down. An honest and nuanced portrayal of the gay community, this is a
voice that needs to be heard.
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TITLE:

THE RUNNER by Matthew Minson

PITCH:

CHARIOTS OF FIRE meets SING STREET

LOGLINE:

Afraid to dream of more after the death of his mother and his father's subsequent slide into
alcoholism, a young runner becomes an Olympic hopeful and a symbol to his blue collar
neighborhood.

GENRE:

Drama | Sports

WHY TO READ:

A well-written script with an inspiring, triumphant story behind it, this is a sports movie that
focuses on the very real human story behind the medals and the championships. Everything
about it is heartwarming, without ever feeling clichéd or overworked. The protagonist’s
hometown of Edinburgh is allowed to be its own character, setting the reader firmly in a
working class environment that will resonate with a wide audience. The relationship between
father and son is also a great addition, and it brings a depth to the narrative that many films
struggle to find.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

SAVING WASHINGTON by Jane Hampton Cook

PITCH:

JACKIE meets LINCOLN

LOGLINE:

Amidst political infighting and her husband's illness, First Lady Dolley Madison has to keep
the young Republic together as the British bear down on Washington in the War of 1812.

GENRE:

Biopic | Drama | Period | War

WHY TO READ

An impressive entry into the historical drama genre, this is the rare glimpse into American
history that focuses on a strong female character. Dolley’s decision to save the portrait of
George Washington when the British invade the capital is symbolic of her commitment to the
country, a theme that drives her entire character arc. This is an iconic American figure
presented with nuance, historical accuracy, and emotion – a role that will have actresses
climbing over each other for the chance to play.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

SERAPHIM by Peter Mitchell

PITCH:

OCTOBER SKY meets NORMA RAE

LOGLINE:

After being expelled from school, a teenager in 1930s West Virginia starts working in the local
mine his father manages just as the union threatens to strike.

GENRE:

Drama | Period

WHY TO READ:

This script thrives on its vivid, thoughtfully constructed setting – a coal mining town in 1930s
West Virginia that immediately jumps off the page as an authentic world that manages to be
period specific while not feeling dated or distant. The characters are fantastically layered,
sympathetic, and memorable and fit right into the artfully crafted world of the story. Filled
with powerful, cinematic moments, this script combines a compelling romance with a
thematically complex tale of unions and their impact on a small town to create a journey both
timeless and timely.
---------------------------------
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TITLE:

THE SHADOW BEFORE by Martin McSweeney

PITCH:

JFK meets BROOKLYN

LOGLINE:

A teenager in a small Irish town falls in love with a newly arrived American man, but when he
is suspected of being involved in a plot to assassinate the soon-to-visit John F. Kennedy, she
has to decide whether to trust him or her family.

GENRE:

Drama | Period | Romance | Thriller

WHY TO READ:

Starting out as a quaint, small town romance, this script upends every expectation when its
tone deftly and suddenly switches to one of conspiracy and suspense without losing any of
the careful character work established early on. Beautifully written and easy to follow, this
script has enormous stakes and dark, dynamic themes about trust and family that feel true to
the Irish setting. Violent, vivid, and vibrant, the script never shies away from the scary
implications of its story, gripping the audience and taking them on a rollercoaster journey
filled to the brim with emotion.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

THIS IS ME LEAVING YOU by Ellie Bambach Morello

PITCH:

HE’S JUST NOT THAT INTO YOU meets FORGETTING SARAH MARSHALL

LOGLINE:

When his ex moves back into town, a man enlists the help of his shameless friends to win her
back from her flawless new boyfriend, just as he's falling for a woman at his work.

GENRE:

Romantic Comedy

WHY TO READ:

Laugh-out-loud funny from beginning to end, this is the sort of anti-romantic comedy that will
appeal to cynical millennials while also melting their cold hearts with relatable characters
and genuine, authentic romance. The writer’s voice jumps off the page with hilarious jokes,
clear and efficient writing and a vibrant visual style that makes sure to find humor in what we
can see, not just what the characters say. With a plot full of fun schemes, lovable, quirky
supporting characters, and important realizations, this is a well-rounded rom-com for a new
generation.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

TIME FLIES by Max Rissman

PITCH:

SUPERBAD meets HOT TUB TIME MACHINE

LOGLINE:

A teenage is visited by his future-self to help him win over his high school crush.

GENRE:

Comedy | Sci-Fi

WHY TO READ:

A fun script that offers an exciting premise, this is packed with twists that you never see
coming, plus an inventive sci-fi hook to boot. The story is a hilarious tale of friendship,
populated with effortlessly realistic teenaged characters that jump right off the page, and
smart dialogue that will make you laugh aloud along their time-bending journey. This has all
the makings of a movie that would have no trouble finding a big audience as the next summer
comedy hit.
---------------------------------
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TITLE:

TO HARPO FROM WOOLLCOTT by Joshua Aichenbaum

PITCH:

THE IMITATION GAME meets CAPOTE

LOGLINE:

In pre-depression Manhattan, famous theater critic and radio personality Alexander
Woollcott falls in love with close friend and comedy legend Harpo Marx.

GENRE:

Biopic | Drama | Period | Romance

WHY TO READ:

This is a wonderfully delicate and heartbreaking love story that the writer, through excellent
character work and writing, imbues with a sense of history and care. So much is unspoken in
this quiet, secret romance, but the script does a wonderful job of conveying those subtleties
with emotion and nuance. Impeccable character work allows these famous historical figures
to feel like friends, with an intimacy that extends to the reader and invites them into the
beautiful ups and downs of a complex relationship that came too early in history to ever truly
define itself. The two lead roles are guaranteed to attract talented actors to this lovely story of
repression and unrequited love.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

TOWER 9 by Ryan Lee

PITCH:

ATTACK THE BLOCK meets THE THING

LOGLINE:

On his first day serving eviction notices at a decrepit apartment tower, a man encounters an
infestation of deadly aliens abducting the residents.

GENRE:

Horror | Sci-Fi | Thriller

WHY TO READ:

Cinematic, contained, and lean – this is a fast-paced horror thriller set in a single apartment
building with a likable cast of characters who all get their moment in the sun and tons of
terrifying action. The writer brings to life a haunting world, taking the time to give a
compelling and original backstory to the alien menace. The descriptions of the alien will make
your skin crawl with top-notch gore and disgusting, terrifying detail. Beneath all of the action
and thriller elements, there is a very human story that isn’t afraid to delve into themes of
ruthless capitalism.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

TRAPLINE by Brett Treacy and Dan Woodward

PITCH:

ROOM meets WINTER’S BONE

LOGLINE:

A boy who has been held captive for years has his life upended when his abductor kidnaps a
second child.

GENRE:

Drama

WHY TO READ:

This script is an excellently executed take on a difficult subject matter. The stakes start high
and the tension never lets up as we wonder whether or not Holden will be able to overcome
his Stockholm syndrome and escape from Fletcher's clutches. The addition of a second boy is
a brilliant complication that twists the story we thought we were watching in the best way.
The writing is realistic and simple, with authentic dialogue and elegant descriptions layered
with subtext and symbolism. This story is visceral, tragic, and difficult in a way that will
challenge the audience and get everyone talking.
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TITLE:

THE TRIP by Caroline Hoover

PITCH:

THE BIG SICK meets DALLAS BUYERS CLUB

LOGLINE:

When a strict former radiologist finds out her husband is dying of cancer she must use an
experimental magic mushroom therapy to lessen his pain.

GENRE:

Comedy | Drama

WHY TO READ:

Masterful in its blend of heartbreaking tragedy and subtle, understated deadpan sarcasm, this
script builds an intimate world of well-drawn, realistic, and complex characters. Unafraid to
embrace the flaws in human beings, these characters are stubborn and adverse to change, but
lovable and sympathetic as they are guided through their emotional journey. The narrative
presents some surprisingly engaging dramatic layers that the characters weather with poise,
guided by a laser-focus on the larger themes. As a result, where less accomplished scripts
might get distracted by these plot twists, this script stays focused, eventually delivering on
the promise of the premise.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

TRUTH AGAINST THE WORLD by Denise Meyers

PITCH:

REVOLUTIONARY ROAD meets FOXCATCHER

LOGLINE:

Famous architect Frank Lloyd Wright leaves his wife for a married woman, but as their
controversial new relationship faces intense public scrutiny, the couple moves to Wright’s
isolated Wisconsin estate where a tragedy looms on the horizon.

GENRE:

Biopic | Drama | Period | Thriller

WHY TO READ:

This script tells a fascinating true story about a famous figure, combining the fantastic visuals
of Frank Lloyd Wright’s architecture with feminist themes and a slow-burn violence
underneath everything. The marital drama between Frank and Mamah is presented with
authenticity, as the societal pressures on the couple come across clearly and up the stakes.
The women's suffrage storyline is a great addition that makes this script stand out from other
period dramas, while the fact that the eventual murders are based on a true story enhance the
well-crafted creepiness of the script. Equal parts romance and thriller, this is a unique ride.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

TUNDRA KILL by Kevin Bachar

PITCH:

JOHN WICK meets WIND RIVER

LOGLINE:

After his twin brother is killed on an archeological expedition in Alaska, an ex-Navy SEAL and
current mob enforcer travels to the frozen tundra to find who’s responsible and seek revenge.

GENRE:

Action | Drama | Thriller

WHY TO READ:

This is a high stakes thriller with shocking twists and ambitious visuals. The journey of the
protagonist as he investigates the death of his twin brother has surprising depth, especially in
the moments when those around them note the physical similarities between them. His
motivations are clear and we really root for him to succeed. The action sequences are big,
cinematic, and exciting, with a visceral feel that makes the violence feel heavy, physical, and
cathartic. The fantastic Alaskan wilderness setting is a stunning backdrop for an exciting
story that never lets up from the first page to the last.
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TITLE:

UNMAKING LOVE by Evan Laughlin

PITCH:

THE GRADUATE meets KNOCKED UP

LOGLINE:

A faulty batch of condoms leads a man to accidentally impregnate both the girl of his dreams
and her mother.

GENRE:

Comedy | Romance

WHY TO READ:

This original, high concept premise offers organic and endless conflict and tons of humorous
opportunities. Despite the inherent farce, this hilarious story is rooted in relatable family
dynamics and grounded in practicality. The entertaining read rolls out masterful characterbased comedy combined with awkward circumstances and situations that maximize dramatic
irony. The writing is crisp and evocative, and this would make for a unique but still
commercial film. A must read for producers looking for fresh ideas and representatives
seeking out new voices.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

VINNY LUPTON by Adam Benic

PITCH:

THE WOLF OF WALL STREET meets THE BIG SHORT

LOGLINE:

After meeting his wrestling promoting father for the first time at age 12, Vinny Lupton, fueled
by a drive to live up to his father's expectations, dedicates his life to the world of wrestling
promotion, willing to do whatever it takes to build a national brand. The true story of WWE's
Vince McMahon.

GENRE:

Action | Biopic | Comedy

WHY TO READ:

A dense and layered biopic, this script utilizes a command of structure to present a WOLF OF
WALL STREET-esque takedown of the polarizing Vince McMahon’s rise to prominence. The
world of professional wrestling is fascinatingly ripe for examination, and against the
background of McMahon’s descent into madness driven by a personal vendetta against his
father and a perverted love for capitalistic ideals, this script successfully and simultaneously
lampoons and celebrates the absurd complexities of a sport whose outcome is
predetermined.
---------------------------------

TITLE:

THE WAGNERS AND THE WILDFLOWER by Elias Markos

PITCH:

TRUE GRIT meets THE GOOD, THE BAD AND THE UGLY

LOGLINE:

An 18-year-old girl and her younger sister must brave the wilderness when they are taken
captive by the sadistic man who killed their father and is hell bent on finding the mysterious
treasure he left behind.

GENRE:

Drama | Period | Western

WHY TO READ:

This script tackles a difficult task – and succeeds – finding a truly original premise for a
western. The two female leads each have strong, relatable goals, and their relationship with
each other is one of the strongest element of the story. The characters here will keep any
reader engaged, and all of them present a great opportunity for any actor to make their mark.
Even the ostensibly villainous roles are complex and layered. Overall the writing is clear and
compelling, building to the kind of satisfying ending we want from every film.
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TITLE:

THE WAY OUT IS THROUGH by Tyler Theofilos

PITCH:

INSIDIOUS meets WINCHESTER

LOGLINE:

A troubled family moves into a famous house secluded deep in the woods where their father
oversees the architectural restorations, hoping for a fresh start. But when their young son
vanishes into the night, they come to realize that their new home holds an ancient evil that's
eager to escape.

GENRE:

Horror | Thriller

WHY TO READ:

The horror elements are genuinely creative and terrifying in this effective, contained thriller,
with the setting at Frank Lloyd Wright’s Fallingwater adding compelling and inventive
visuals. The building itself is used innovatively in the film, but the story could easily be moved
to any other architecturally prominent house and still work just as well. The characters are
complex and unexpected, subverting expectations, especially in the character of Catherine,
who upends stereotypes of stepmother characters to become an inspiring heroine.
---------------------------------
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